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Diamond with mobile diamond inclusion. Some of the 
most interesting gemstone inclusions are those that con- 
tain one or more mobile components. Among these natu- 
ral kinetic works of art are inclusions that change appear- 
ance when heat is applied. An example is a two-phase, 
carbon dioxide fluid inclusion in quartz that homogenizes 
to a single phase when a thermal reaction tester is 
brought near. Sometimes, just the heat from a micro- 
scope's incandescent light is enough to cause this change. 
Other inclusions change their appearance when a stone is 
merely repositioned in the tweezers or stoneholder, as 
with three-phase inclusions in emeralds. 

Inclusions with visibly mobile phases are rare in dia- 
mond. So two of the editors (RCK and JIK] were delighted 
at the opportunity to briefly examine a flat, twinned dia- 
mond crystal (with one polished octahedral face) that con- 
tained a movable diamond inclusion [figure 1). We learned 
from the owner that the diamond was previously exam- 
ined in detail by one of the contributing editors (HAH); 
the results of his investigation follow. 

The slightly brownish gray diamond weighed 1.09 ct 
and measured 7.23 mm long x 3.03 mm deep. It was 
transparent, except in the area of the cavity containing 
the movable inclusion, where it was semi-transparent. 

The diamond crystal was twinned after the spinel law 
(i.e., it was a made), and the large cavity roughly duplicat- 
ed the external contours of the host. The mobile crystal 
inclusion within that cavity was triangular (almost equi- 
lateral) and indented along its horizontal plane of symme- 
try (the twin plane); trigons were observed on its surface, 
and it was less transparent than the host but of a similar 
color. UV-visible absorption spectrometry revealed that 
the crystal inclusion is a diamond with the same type-la 
characteristics as its host (although the inclusion's 
absorption was about 2.5 times stronger). 

On the basis of this examination, we feel that the 
mobile diamond inclusion resulted from a growth stage earli- 
er than that of the hollow host. Although we could not iden- 
tify the material that originally filled the cavity, it probably 
was a gas that escaped through a fissure during cutting of the 
octahedral face. The height of the cavity, about 1.7 rnm, did 
not permit the diamond inclusion to tumble freely, although 
it did move easily in two dimensions. 

Update on Russian diamond mining. While in Russia 
to attend the Sixth International Kimberlite Conference, 
in Novosibirsk, GIA Directors James E. Shigley and D. 
Vincent Manson visited lumberlite pipes in the Siberian 
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Figure 1. Note the move- 
ment of this triangular 
diamond inclusion in a 
large cavity when its host 
1.09-ct made is turned 
180'. Photos by John I. 
Koivula. 
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Figure 2. Visitors are dwarfed by  machinery inside 
the Udachna ya diamond-processing plant, in the 
Siberian Sakha (Yakutia) Republic of the Russian 
Federation. Photo by  James E. Shgley. 

Sakha (Yakutia] Republic, the source of 95% of 
Russia's diamond wealth. They provided the following 
report on the current status of diamond mining in this 
region. 

There was almost no activity at two of the sites. 
Flooding had forced the closure o f  the International pit. 
The quarry-like Zarnitza prospect (site of the first 
Siberian diamond find in 1954) was also inactive. 

The other pipes visited-the Mir, Udachnaya, 
Aikhal, and Jubilee-were active to some degree. All 
were open-pit operations. 

The Mir pit, also plagued by flooding, showed lim- 
ited evidence of recent mining. However, ore was 
being trucked from nearby stockpiles, presumably 
headed for processing. 

Udachnaya seemed to be the most productive of the 
sites. The large, six-story processing plant there appeared 
to be in full operation (figure 2). It serviced not only that 
giant pit, but also some ore trucked in from the Aikhal 
and Jubilee sites, about 80 lzm (50 miles) away. 

No information was provided on production fig- 
ures at any of the sites, nor were visitors given any but 
the vaguest details on day-to-day operations. However, 
Udachnaya officials did show visitors about 20 color- 
less, gem-quality diamonds, which ranged from 
approximately one-half to 20 carats. 

During the GIA team's visit to this remote region 
near the Arctic Circle, daylight lasted from 3 a.m. 
until midnight; the daytime high temperature was a 
balmy 80Â° (26OC), a far cry from the endless nights 
and harsh weather that miners must endure during 
winter months'. It was interesting to learn that winter 
mining at Udachnaya ceases when temperatures drop 
below about -50Â° (-4SÂ°C] not because miners cannot 
cope with the cold, but because an inversion layer 
forms at that temperature, trapping potentially deadly 
methane gas in the deep pit. 

Spy ship looks for diamonds. Namco, the Namibian 
Minerals Corporation, has chartered a 2,200-ton vessel- 
formerly a Soviet spy ship-for use in its offshore dia- 
mond operations, according to the July 3, 1995, issue of 
Diamond Intelligence Briefs. The ship will be used for 
evaluations and bulk samplings in Hottentots Bay and in 
the mouth of the Olifants River. 

COLORED STONES 

Cat's-eye apatites from Madagascar. A Spring 1995 Gem 
News entry (p. 60) described large faceted blue-green 
apatites from Madagascar, which are sometimes called 
'neon" or "Paraiba" apatites. This year, we also saw a Figure 3. Note the pronounced eye and unusual 
few large cat's-eye apatites from this same locality. One color of this 11.45-ct blue-green apatite cabochon, 
such stone was an 11.45-ct cabochon (figure 3), loaned to reportedly from Madagascar. Short, barely visible 
GIA by Thomas M. Schneider, of San Diego, California. white needles cause the chatoyancy (inset). Photo 
Magnification revealed the cause of the chatoyancy-a by Shane F. McChue; photomicrograph by  John. I. 
multitude of tiny, white-appearing, reflecting, short acicu- Koivulu, magnified 50x. 
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Figure 4. Often sold as Eilat stone from Israel (left, 
5.40 ct) is this similar-appearing material from 
Peru (right, 5.41 ct). Photo by Maha DeMaggio. 

lar "fibers" (figure 3 [inset]). Many longer, needle-like 
black inclusions (oriented in the same direction) were also 
present, but they seemed too sparse to significantly con- 
tribute to the chatoyancy. Although cat's-eye apatite is 
not uncommon, stones of this color are very unusual. 

"Eilat stone" from Israel and Peru. The trade name Eilat 
stone is given to a blue-to-green ornamental rock with a 
mottled appearance that contains variable amounts of 
copper minerals. According to Webster's Gems (5th ed., 
Butterworth-Heinemann, 1994), typical constituents are 
chrysocolla, turquoise, and pseudomalachite (a copper 
phosphate mineral). The material is named for its original 
source, reportedly King Solomon's copper mines, not far 
from the Israeli Red Sea port of Eilat. 

This gem material has been seen in the trade for 
many years, and was readily available at the February 
Tucson shows for at least the past several years. However, 
one knowledgeable dealer said that much of the material 
being sold as Eilat stone is not from Israel. Instead, simi- 
lar-appearing material, recovered as a by-product of copper 
mining in Peru, is being misrepresented as Eilat stone, 
that is, as coming from the Israeli source. An Israeli gem 
dealer confirmed this, adding that material was being 
exported from South America to Israel and then re-export- 
ed as Eilat stone. Two representative pieces-one from 
Israel and one from Peru-are shown in figure 4. 

Because it is often necessary to characterize the min- 
erals in ornamental gem materials such as these-which 
are essentially inhomogeneous rocks~we  frequently need 
advanced testing for their identification. It would be diffi- 
cult, if not impossible, for most gemologists to separate 
the two materials using standard gem-testing methods. 

Six-rayed star emerald. Recently, a 10.03-ct round, cabo- 
chon-cut emerald was submitted by M. P. Steinbach, of 
Gindorf, Germany, to one of the contributing editors (KS) 
for examination. The emerald had a fairly well-defined 
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star (figure 5) and was said to originate from a Brazilian 
emerald mine. 

The stone had strong pleochroismf with an intense 
blue-green color parallel, and a light yellowish green color 
perpendicular, to the c-axis. This pleochroism was due to 
a distinct "aquamarine" (that is, iron-bearing) component, 
which was found in the absorption spectrum of the gem- 
stone in addition to the well-known chromium absorp- 
tion bands of emerald. 

Microscopic examination showed channel-like inclu- 
sions that were oriented parallel to the c-axis. However, 
the star was actually caused by three series of as-yet- 
unidentified small, elongated particles with an orienta- 
tion perpendicular to the c-axis. 

Although cat's-eye emeralds from different localities 
are occasionally found in the trade, star emeralds are 
exceptionally rare. The Spring 1995 Gem News section 
contains an entry on cat's-eye and star emeralds (pp. 
60-61), including a 5.93-ct stone reportedly from Brazil's 
Santa Terezinha de Goias mining area. Because the aqua- 
marine component in the absorption spectrum of the 
10.03-ct stone is typical of emeralds from Santa 
Terezinha, this stone may also come from that locality. 

Faceted genthelvite: A gemological first. The editors were 
recently provided for examination-by C. D. (Dee) 
Parsons, of Santa Paula, California-a small faceted gem- 

Figure 5. This unusual 10.03-ct star emerald 
revealed features consistent with emeralds from 
Santa Terezinha, Brazil. Photo 0 GIA and 
Tino Hammid. 
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stone that proved to be most unusual. The transparent 
purplish red-brown stone (figure 6) weighed just 0.33 ct 
and measured 4.38 x 3.57 x 2.19 nim. The only internal 
features in this modified rectangular step-cut were a 
series of mirror-like fractures, most of which were con- 
centrated along one edge. It had been sold to Mr. Parsons 
as "danalite" by a Brazilian dealer. 

We first subjected the stone to the standard battery of 
gemological tests, with the following results: R.I. of 1.742; 
singly refractive; S.G. (by the hydrostatic method) of 
3.68-3.70: inert to both long- and short-wave UV radia- 
tion. A most unusual feature was that it showed a typical 
almandine-rliodolite visible-light absorption spectrum 
(see, e.g., R. T. Lidthcoat, Handbook of Gem Identifica- 
tion, 12th ed., 19871. 

A search of the gemological literature uncovered 
nothing on the mineral danalite, and the properties 
attributed to danalite in mineralogical texts did not 
match those that had been obtained from the faceted 
stone. Since danalite, Fe4Be3(Si04)3S, forms a solid solu- 
tion with helvite, Mn4Be3(Si04)3S, and genthelvite, 
Zn4Be3(Si04)3S, we decided to compare the properties of 
this stone witli those reported for other end-members of 
the helvite mineral group. A virtually perfect match was 
obtained for genthelvite. 

To confirm the identity, we tested the stone with 
both X-ray'powder diffraction analysis and energy disper- 
sive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) spectrometry. X-ray 
diffraction analysis showed that the stone was in the 
helvite group, while EDXRF revealed a significant 
amount of zinc present, in addition to the expected sili- 
con and sulfur. Lesser amounts of manganese and iron 
were also detected. The greater amount of zinc, coupled 
with the R.I. and S.G. values, identified this stone as gen- 

Figure 6. This 0.33-ct genthelvite is the first 
faceted example of this mineral [hat the editors 
have encountered. Photo by  Maha DeMaggio, 
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Figure 7. The 71.02-ct (39.33 x 16.88 x8.04 m m )  
l~az~sn~annite  cabochon (right) was cutfrom 
material similar to the accompanying 37.87-ct 
tetragonal hausmannite crystal. Photo @ GIA 
and Tino Hammid.. 

thelvite. (Beryllium [Be] and oxygen [O] cannot be detect- 
ed by EDXRF. ] 

Because all the gemological properties shown by this 
stone fell within the range reported for pyrope-almandine 
mixtures, it would be in~possible for a gemologist, armed 
witli only the traditional series of gem-testing instru- 
merits, to identify this stone as genthelvite. X-ray diffrac- 
tion and chemical analyses would also be needed. 

'Drusy" hausmannite. In recent years, we have noted the 
trade's increased interest in gems whose surfaces are not 
polished smooth, but are left naturally crystalline. When 
the size of these crystals is measured in hundredths to 
tenths of millimeters, die surface sparkles. This effect is 
seen in the so-called drusy gem materials, including 
uvarovite matrix, cobaltian calcite and dolomite, and 
quartz druses over chrysocolla and psilomelane (see, for 
instance, the Spring 1991 and 1994 Gem News sections, 
pp. 49 and 53, respectively). 

Gary Abbott, of Abbott Gems, Roswell, Georgia, has 
been cutting "drusy" cabochons of larger-grained materi- 
als, including the black opaque manganese oxides haus- 
mannite (figure 7) and manganite. His hausmamite cabo- 
chons can take on an imposing, architectural appearance. 
One editor (MLJ) acquired a 71.02-ct drusy cabochon from 
Mr. Abbott for examination. Because of the nature of the 
material, we were able to obtain only a few gemological 
properties, as follows: R.1.-over the limits of a standard 
refractometer (greater than 1.81); no absorption features 
noted with a desk-model spectroscope; no magnetism. 
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Specific gravity was not determined due to the roughness 
of the surface (too many air bubbles remained trapped 
between crystals to permit a meaningful determination). 
We saw no pleochroism with polarized reflected light, 
although in reflected light the edges of polished crystal 
faces looked brownish black whereas the rectangular 
cores looked darker and "purer" black. An X-ray powder 
diffraction pattern showed only lines for hausmannite. 

Hausmannite from the Kalahari manganese field in 
South Africa occurs as crusts of tetragonal (pseudo-octa- 
hedral) crystals growing from the matrix in near-parallel 
orientation. Cut one way (as in figure 7), the crystals 
show square cross-sections; cut another way, they form 
parallel triangles. As was the case with our sample, Mr. 
Abbott usually backs the pieces with a lighter material to 
provide rigidity. 

Costa Rican jade museum. On a trip to Costa Rica late 
last year, one of the editors (RCK) visited the Marco Fidel 
Tristin Castro Jade Museum in the capital, San Jose. 
Located on the top floor of the Instituto Nacional de 
Seguros (National Insurance Institute), this small, but 
very well-organized, facility displays hundreds of pre- 
Columbian jadeite carvings. A few are back-lit to show 
their translucency and richness of color. 

In pre-Columbian times, the area encompassed by 
what is now the Republic of Costa Rica was home to a 
major lapidary industry, according to displays within the 
museum and the museum guidebook (C. Balser, Ed., Jade 
Piecolombiano de Costa Rica, 3rd ed., Instituto Nacional 
de Seguros, San Jose, Costa Rica, 1993). Jade first became 
a regional commodity around 800 B.C., when groups of 
Olmecs arrived from the north in search of the prized 
"blue jade," described in the museum catalog as a blue- 
green diopside jadeite. (However, no source of jadeite has 
been found in Costa Rica; most is believed to have come 
from nearby Guatemala.) Many Olmec lapidary tech- 
niques and motifs~especially anthropomorphic axe-gods 
(typically about 10-12 cm high)-are seen in the carvings 
discovered in Costa Rica. Regional lapidary activity 
peaked in the period from aroimd 100 B.C. to 500 A.D. 

Other jade-like materials were also worked by the 
native lapidaries. Some (including green-gray talc, ste- 
atite, serpentine, and green jasper) are also displayed in 
the museum. 

Green onal from Serbia. In addition to the well-known 
play-of-color and relatively transparent "jelly" opals, we 
occasionally see nonphenomenal opals of lower diaphane- 
ity that are valued for their unusual body colors. Such 
materials include green opal from East Africa (see, e.g., 
the article by J. I. Koivula and C. W. Fryer in Gems o) 
Gemology, Winter 1984, pp. 226-227) and pink opal from 
Peru (Winter 1991 Gem News, pp. 259-260). 

At a major gem show earlier this year, the editors came 
across some rough material labeled "crysopal." According 
to the vendor, it came from southern Serbia, near the 
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Figure 8. This 21.08-ct cabochon and the 64-gram 
piece of rough opal from which i t  was cut are 
reportedly from Serbia. Photo by Maha DeMaggio, 

Macedonian border, and first entered the market by way 
of Sweden in 1992. By early 1995, however, it was no 
longer coming out of Serbia because of the armed con- 
flicts in that area. 

Anders Karlsson, of Rox Arcana, Carmel, California, 
subsequently donated a rough sample to GIA, from which 
was cut a 21.08-ct pear-shaped cabochon (figure 8). The 
translucent cabochon was a pale, slightly bluish green 
(Munsell 7.5G 8/51, with a lightly mottled color distribu- 
tion, an aggregate optic character, and a negative color-fil- 
ter reaction (that is, it appeared green through the Chelsea 
filter). The spot R.I. was 1.46; S.G., measured hydrostati- 
cally, was 2.10, but measurement was complicated by the 
fact that the stone was porous, soaking up water as 
weights were taken. The cabochon was inert to short- 
wave W radiation, and fluoresced an even, faint chalky 
green to long-wave UV. The spectrum seen through a 
handheld spectroscope showed cut-off edges at 450 and 
620 nm. Magnification revealed some healed fractures 
and veining. Qualitative EDXRF spectrometry showed 
major Si and minor Ni (nickel, probably the cause of 
color), K, Ca, V, and Zn. 

The gemological properties recorded for this Serbian 
material are comparable to those of Tanzanian green opal, 
described in the previously mentioned article by Koivula 
and Fryer. Green nickel-bearing opal has also been found 
in Poland, Australia, and Peru. 

"Deep" quartz from Africa. Just when we thought that we 
had heard every name for quartz, one of the editors saw a 
new one-"deep" quartz. Specimens of some otherwise 
ordinary loolung rock crystal quartz were being offered as 
'deep" quartz by one enterprising dealer at the February 
Tucson shows. His explanation for the name: The speci- 
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Figure 9. The Eastern Desert of Egypt was given as 
the source of  this 27.94-ct green quartz scarab. 
Photo by Maha DcMaggio. 

rnens came from "deep" in die Earth-one to one-and-a- 
half miles below its surface, to be exact, in the Vaal Reefs 
mine at Orkney, South Africa. 

Egyptian green quartz. During a visit to Egypt, one of the 
editors (RCK) purchased in the town of Luxor a number of 
gem materials from Egyptian localities. Although the ven- 
dor, a local jeweler and avid gem and mineral collector, 
could identify most of the materials in question and their 
geographic origins, he had little information about some 
of them. 

One such ornamental gem was an opaque, medium- 
dark green material that the vendor had purchased from 
Bedouin tribespeople. They reportedly collected it some- 

Figure 10. This 18.07-ct tablet (18.25 x 16.35 x 6.25 
mm) is quartz with inclusions of hematite or a 
similar material. Photo by Maha DeMaggio. 

where in the Eastern Desert. The vendor indicated that, 
while it superficially resembled some feldspars and ser- 
pentines from the same general area, this green stone was 
harder to fashion, requiring more time to cut. A 27.94-ct 
mottled green scarab fashioned from this material was 
purchased for examination (figure 91. 

Standard gen~ological testing produced: a 1.54 spot 
R.I.; a faint yellowish green luminescence to long-wave 
UV radiation, and no reaction to short-wave UV; a vague 
absorption band at 670 nm, as noted through a desk- 
model prism spectroscope; and a 2.64 S.G., determined 
hydrostatically. Magnification revealed a pseudo-fibrous 
structure. X-ray powder diffraction analysis produced a 
match with a standard reference pattern for quartz. 

EDXRF analysis revealed, in addition to the expected 
silicon, a number of other elements. Among these was a 
fairly large concentration of chromium, which was the 
most likely cause of the green color. Chromium, howev- 
er, is virtually unknown as a trace-element chromophore 
in quartz. This fact, combined with the abundance of 
other elements, indicated that finely disseminated, 
chromium-colored mineral inclusions produced the over- 
all green color of this gem. 

Quartz with "hematite" inclusions. In the Spring 1995 
Gem News section, we reported on "strawberry" quartz 
colored by inclusions of goethite and lepidocrocite (pp. 
63-64). In July 1995, Michael Randall, of Gem 
Reflections, San Anseln~o, California provided two sam- 
ples of a similar material for our examination. This "span- 
gled" quartz (see, e.g., figure lo), reportedly from 
Madagascar, was colored by bright orangy red flakes of an 
iron-bearing material, probably thin plates of hematite 
(figure 11). 

The most obvious features seen with magnification 
were curving transparent orangy red platy inclusions. 
Randomly oriented throughout the cabochon, they were 

Figure 11. The hematite-like features in the quartz 
tablet shown in figure 10 appeal as thin, curving 
orangy red plates when viewed with l o x  magnift- 
cation. Photomicrograph by John I .  IZoivt11~1, 
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Figure 12. This 10-strand necklace (about 100 grams 
total weight) is made up ofapproximately 3,800 
beads of resin that are said to come from western 
Africa. Although commonly sold as "myrrh," it 
probably is not the resin of the relatively rare 
Commiphora myrrha. Photo by Maha DeMaggio. 

concentrated in one layer parallel to a rhombohedra1 face 
in a rough sample that we also examined. The morpholo- 
gy of these plates was unusual. Each grew outward from 
one corner in an elongated fashion (as the host quartz 
crystal grew), sometimes pinching and re-swelling to form 
an "hourglass" or "cello" shape (one such plate is visible 
in figure 11). Also seen were radial crystal aggregates that 
appeared white to pale green. 

Aromatic resin necklace: A form of myrrh? Some natural 
plant materials are recognized as gems. The most notable 
example of plant-produced gem materials is the fossil 
resin amber. Modem resins such as copal are also used for 
jewelry purposes. Another resin sometimes used as an 
ornamental material is the yellow-brown material sold as 
"myrrh." 

One of the editors (RCK) recently acquired a multi- 
strand necklace of this material (figure 12) in order to 
characterize its gemological properties. The 100-gram 
necklace was composed of ten 36-inch (90 c111) strands 
with about 380 button-shaped beads, 2.5 to 5 m m  in 
diameter, per strand. Gemological testing of a few beads 
separated from one strand revealed the following proper- 
ties: color-yellowish brown to brown; diaphaneity- 
translucent; color distribution-even; aggregate reaction 
in the polariscope ; R.1.-1.41 (spot); S.G.-1.27 (measured 
hydrostatically); fluorescence-even chalky moderate yel- 
low to long-wave UV, even chalky weak yellow to short- 
wave UV; phosphorescence-none; absorption spec- 
trumÃ‘430-n cutoff (that is, a typical "brown" spec- 
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trum]. With magnification, individual beads showed a 
mottled appearance, with brown speckles. This material 
melts easily when approached with a thermal reaction 
tester ("hot point"), scratches with a fingernail (Mohs 
hardness below 2.51, and has a granular fracture and a 
characteristic sweet, spicy odor. The hardness is so low 
that "myrrh" beads can be polished by rubbing them 
against a sheet of paper. 

Fourier-Transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy of 
one bead revealed broad absorption peaks at 5180, 4778, 
and 4000 cm-1, and two sharp peaks at 4339 and 4264 
cm-1; this is distinct from the spectrum of the harder 
resin amber (see, e.g., "Amber Simulant: Natural Resin in 
Plastic," in the Summer 1995 Gem News, pp. 134-136). 

Myrrh has a long and illustrious history. The actual 
substance called myrrh is  a gum resin produced by 
Commiphora (Balsamodendron) species, especially 
Commiphora myrrha. In 1770, Dr. John Cook wrote The 
Natural History of Lac, Amber, and Myrrh (etc.), which 
detailed the medicinal properties of this substance (quot- 
ed by H. Fraquet, Amber, Butterworths, London, 1987). 
L. S. Dubin, in The History of Beads, from 30,000 B.C. to 
the Present (Abrams, New York, 1987, pp. 90-911, inen- 
tions the late medieval practice of wearing myrrh-filled 
pomanders as rosary beads, in the hopes of warding off the 
plague. Possibly the most famous use of myrrh was, with 
gold and frankincense, as a gift from the three Wisemen 
to the newborn Jesus (Matthew 2:ll). As an aside, the 
"murrhina" or "m~irrhine" that Pliny mentioned in his 
Natural History was not myrrh, but probably banded flu- 
orite or chalcedony (see, e.g., J. Sinlzanlzas, Gemology: An 
Annoted Bibliography, Scarecrow Press, Matuchen, NJ, 
1993, entries 952, 1461, 5004, 5615, 5747, 6834). 

Other "organic" materials made into scented beads 
include: sandalwood, cloves, "California Flower Beads" of 
the 1910's to 1920's (probably dyed and scented plaster), 
and beads made from a paste of aloe wood, cloves, musk, 
ambergris, flower petals, and aromatic leaves (P. Francis, 
Beads of the World, Schdfer Publishing, Atglen, PA, 1994, 
p. 37). Francis (op. cit.) notes that the material commonly 
called myrrh-in our opinion, probably including this 
necklace-is the resin of a tree or shrub different from the 
somewhat rare C. myrrh. He adds that it is "shaped into 
beads, colored and given various forms in Western Africa." 

Update on Mong Hsu ruby. Smaller rubies-under 1 ct- 
from Mong Hsu, Myanmar [Burma), were plentiful at this 
year's Tucson shows, but there seemed to be fewer stones 
above 1 ct than the previous year. Echoing this observa- 
tion was a dealer with Gemstone International, Seattle, 
Washington. He had difficulty, he said, in locating good 
Mong Hsu stones in the 2-ct range on a trip to Bangkok in 
late 1994, although such stones were fairly easy to find 
the year before. 

However, one feature of heat-treated Mong Hsu 
rubies is threatening their distribution altogether. The 
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Fig-lie 13, These three rubies (0.83-1.18 ct) are from 
the Cowee Valley, North Carolina. Photo by Maha 
DeMaggio, 

rubies are typically packed in a flux, such as boron, for 
heat treatment; some of this flux evidently reacts during 
the high-temperature treatment to form a colorless glassy 
solid that fills some surface-reaching fractures in the 
rubies. (Peretti et al. speculated that this material might 
be an aluminum borate; see "Rubies from Mong Hsu," 
Gems ed Gemology, Spring 1995, pp. 2-26.) Stones with 
such fillings are not acceptable to some ruby customers: 
Buyers in Japan and Europe have returned them to their 
suppliers. Thailand's gem traders and exporters recently 
agreed to halt sales of treated gems from Chanthaburi, 
which is where the Mong Hsu rubies are heated (see 
"Thailand Halts the Export of All Treated Gemstones," 
Diamond Intelligence Briefs, March 19, 1995, p. 1227). 

Rubies and sapphires from North  Carolina. GIA 
researchers recently examined a suite of rough and 
faceted rubies and sapphires from the Cowee Valley, 
Macon County, North Carolina (figure 13). These samples 
were loaned to GIA by Robin Dinnes, of Cowee Valley 
Lapidary, Franklin, North Carolina. One of the better- 
known occurrences of gem corundum in the United 
States (for a description, see Gemstones of North 
America, by J. Sinkanlzas, Van Nostrand Reuihold, 1975, 
pp. 50-53), this locality has been mined on a small scale 
for gem material and mineral specimens for the past 65 
years. The gem corundum occurs as crystals embedded in 
either blue or red clays, along with other alluvial minerals 
such as rhodolite and pyrope garnet, rutile, and silliinanite. 

The suite that we examined consisted of 10 faceted 
stones, 11 cabochons, and some rough material. Two 
thirds were sapphires, and the remainder were rubies. The 
largest faceted sapphire was 2.65 ct, and the largest 
faceted ruby was 1.35 ct. 

Most of the faceted rubies were semi-transparent 
(even cloudy) because of numerous fractures. Most of 
these fractures were partially healed, and appeared as veils 
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Figwe 14. Inclusions of brownish red mills are evi- 
dent in this ruby from the Cowee Valley, North 
Carolina. Photomicrograph by John I. Koivula; 
magnified 25x. 

or "fingerprints." Rubies found in the red clays were usu- 
ally stained yellow-brown (presumably by iron oxides) on 
their surfaces and along fractures, In addition, the samples 
contained prominent grains of brownish red rutile inclu- 
sions (figure 14), as well as tiny, intersecting needles. All 
of the rubies were color zoned, with irregular-shaped areas 
that appeared either more purplish red or more orangy red 
(possibly due to the previously mentioned staining). The 
gemological properties of this material were consistent 
with those of rubies in general. EDXRF analysis of three 
samples revealed the presence of Cr, Fe, Ti, Ca, and Ga- 
all elements often found in natural rubies. 

The faceted sapphires were similar to the rubies in 
their rutile and needle-like inclusions, and in their semi- 
transparent or translucent appearance. In some cases, 
cabochon-cut sapphires exhibited weak asterism. 

This was one of the first opportunites we have had to 
examine material known to be from this locality. 

Purple scapolite from Tajikistan. The importance of 
Russia and other republics of the former Soviet Union as 
sources of gemstones, both natural and synthetic, contin- 
ues to be reinforced at major gem shows. In addition to 
those materials mentioned in the Spring and Summer 
Gem News columns, we have recently seen faceted pur- 
ple scapolite, which is being marketed by the Russian 
Colored Stone Company, of Golden, Colorado. The scapo- 
l i te is  reportedly a new find in Tajikistan's Pamir 
Mountains, at about 5,000 n~ elevation-so high that 
miners must wear oxygen masks while they work, 
according to company representative Alexey Eremin. 

Mr. Eremin loaned us a 1.79-ct (7.40-7.50 x 6.83 mm) 
round modified brilliant (figure 15) for examination. 
Gemological properties determined were: color-purple; 
diaphaneity-transparent; pleochroism-strong, purple 
and near colorless; optic character-uniaxial; R.1.-1.539 
and 1.550; birefringenceÃ‘0.011 specific gravity (deter- 
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Figure 15. Tajikistan's Pamir Mountains are the 
source of this 1.79-ct scapolite. Photo by Maha 
DeMaggio. 

mined hydrostatically)-2.61; fluorescence-inert to long- 
wave UV and a very weak pinkish orange reaction to 
short-wave UV; absorption spectrum-very faint  
absorption line at 600 nin. With magnification, a few 
needle-like crystals (one broken into a stringer] were 
visible in the stone. 

Gem scapolite is a mineral series between the two 
end-members marialite, Na4(A13SioOT4)Cl, and meionite, 
Ca4(AI&i6OT4)CO3. Using refractive indices of the speci- 

men stone, and comparison data in Deer, Howie and 
Zussman's Introduction to Rock Forming Minerals 
(Longman Group, London, 1974, p. 387)) we determined 
its con~position-assuming that it contained only these 
two end-members-to be about 81% marialite and 19% 
meioni te. 

Large spinel from Tajikistan. Spinel is  another gem 
material being recovered from this former Soviet republic 
in Central Asia. We know of one particularly exceptional 
stone, a 532-ct piece of rough spinel, that was fashioned 
into a number of gems. The largest of these gems weighed 
146.43 ct and was named the "Katherina" by the purchas- 
er of the rough, the Netherlands-based ACT International 
(see "Spectacular Spinel," by P. Bancroft, Lapidary 
loiunal, February 1990, p. 25). 

The Katherina was subsequently recut to 123.14 ct (E. 
Caplan, pers. comm., 1995) and the refashioned stone 
loaned to GIA for examination. Although recut, it retained 
its basic step-cut cushion shape (figure 16). The stone 
exhibited properties consistent with natural spinel from 
other localities. Described as "virtually flawless" in the 
Lapidary lournal article, the stone revealed a small plane 
of what appeared to be octahedral negative crystals near 
the culet when examined with magnification. These sub- 
stantiate the stone's natural origin. EDXRF chemical anal- 
ysis by GIA Research showed only a tiny amount of zinc 
(Znl, which is consistent with Zn concentrations that . ,, 

have been documented in other spinels from this locality. 

Color-change zircons. Many color-change gemstones have 
been described in the gemological literature, but not until 
Scottish gemologist Alan Hodgkinson informed us of a 

Figure 16. This 123.14-ct 
spinel was cut from a 532- 
ct piece of rough that 
came from Tajikistan's 
Pamir Mountains. 
Courtesy of Evan Caplan, 
Los Angeles; photo by 
Shane F. McClure. 
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Figure 17. Opticon, or a similar synthetic resin, 
was used to impregnate this 17.19-ct fibrous- 
appearing malachite. Photo by Maha DeMaggjo. 

2.25-ct stone that turned blue in day [or fluorescent) light 
and green in incandescent light had we ever heard of a 
color-change zircon. Mr. Hodglzinson forwarded the fol- 
lowing report of his examination of this stone, which was 
loaned to him by Keith Mitchell . 

The refractive indices were 1.923 and 1.985, with a 
birefringence of 0.062. The specific gravity was 4.68. 
When the stone was examined in incandescent light, the 
color of the ordinary ray was "olive" green and that of 
the extraordinary ray, greenish blue. Through the 
Chelsea filter, a grayish pink color was evident. There 
was no reaction to long- or short-wave UV: A Geiger 
counter detected slight radioactivity [with 1,3 counts per 
second above baclzground), which is typical for green zir- 
cons. In the handheld spectroscope, the stone displayed 
a strong uranium spectrum. EDXRF analysis showed zir- 
conium and silicon to be the two major components. 
Also present was hafnium-which commonly substi- 
tutes for zirconium in nature-and uranium. The urani- 
um concentration was estimated to be 1.55 wt.% U02. 

ENHANCEMENTS 

Impregnated malachite. Although polymer-impregnated 
jadeite has received the most attention in the trade and 
technical press lately, other gem materials are also simi- 
larly treated. These include porous turquoise and a 
chalky-appearing opal from Piaui, Brazil. 

At a major gem show this year, the editors found 
some unusual-appearing malachite. The vendor inain- 
tained that i t  came from Morenci, Arizona, an area 
known as a source of turquoise and other copper-miner- 
a1 gems. What first caught our attention was the materi- 
al's orientation: It had been cut to show its fibrous tex- 
ture along the length of the cabochons [figure 17). The 
material also exhibited both unusually high luster and 
depth of color. 
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A sample cabochon was purchased for gemological 
investigation. R.I. testing on the flat base revealed a 1.58 
reading with no birefringence blink. Spot R.I. testing on 
different areas of the top produced either vague readings in 
the high 1.50s or a very weak birefrigence blink in the 
range expected for malachite (about 1.66 to over-the-liin- 
its). Specific gravity, determined by hydrostatic weighing, 
gave a value of 3.76; although low for compact malachite, 
it was within the range reported in the gemological litera- 
ture for this gem species. The stone was inert to short- 
wave UV. Long-wave UV caused the top of the stone to 
fluoresce a very weak, mottled chalky blue; a similar but 
stronger reaction was seen from the base of the stone. 
With magnification, we noted a transparent, colorless sub- 
stance that formed a layer on the base and partially filled a 
large cavity. This substance was most apparent in the 
areas that reacted to long-wave UV. Infrared spectroscopy 
revealed absorption features similar to those that we have 
documented for the epoxy resin Opticon. 

Another vendor selling similar-appearing materi- 
al-Joe Jehlks, of Horizon Mineral Company, 
Houston, Texas-said that he used Opticon resin to 
treat Morenci malachite and described how he did it. 
The rough material was first heated in a toaster oven 
to roughly 150Â°-260Â for a few hours. It was then 
removed from the oven, coated with Opticon, and 
returned to the oven for more heating [typically 
overnight). The material was then slabbed and the pro- 
cess repeated on the individual slabs: heating, coating 
with Opticon, then heating again. This sequence was 
repeated after preforming and through the pre-polish- 
ing stage. By the time the material was ready for its 
final polish, it was thoroughly impregnated, so that 
further Opticon treatment was not necessary. Mr. 
Jehlks maintained that the chemical catalyst-that is, 
the polymerizing agent-provided with Opticon was 
not necessary in this treatment process. The multiple 
low-temperature heatings alone were sufficient to  
harden the synthetic resin. 

SYNTHETICS AND SIMULANTS - 
Unusual color-zoned synthetic amethyst. While visit- 
ing the firm of Pinky Trading in Bangkok, one of the 
editors (RCK) saw a synthetic amethyst crystal from 
Russia with exceptionally uneven-"speckled" or 
"leopard spotu-color distribution. Although a dis- 
tinct, patchy color distribution is typical for natural 
amethyst, zoning in synthetic amethyst is usually 
very subtle (see, for example, figure 12 in "A Simple 
Procedure t o  Separate Natural  from Synthet ic  
Amethyst  on the  Basis of Twinning," by R .  
Crowningshield et al., Gems es) Gemology, Fall 1986, 
pp. 130-139). 

The Russian crystal (figure 18) was obtained for 
examination. The typical crystal morphology of quartz 
explains its unusual appearance. Quartz is a mineral that 
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tain entries on Czochralslzi-pulled synthetic sapphires 
seen at the 1993 and 1994 Tucson shows. All the colors 

Figure 18. Color zoning is very apparent in this 
167-gram piece of synthetic amethyst manufac- 
tured in Russia. Photo by Maha DeMaggio. 

appears to have hexagonal (six-sided] symmetry, but it 
really is trigonal, or symmetric to three-fold rotations. 
Crystals typically have six pyramidal faces coming to a 
common apex. These are called rhombohedra1 faces, 
which appear alike at first glance, but actually occur in 
two alternating sets: positive (r) and negative (z) faces. In 
natural and synthetic quartz, color-causing impurities 
concentrate selectively in different sectors, or regions 
where certain faces grow; in particular, the darker purple 
color in natural amethyst-and the purple zones in 
ametrine-usually develop in sectors under the positive r 
faces (see, e.g., F. Hassan, "Amethyst," Mineralogical 
Record, Vol. 3, No. 5, 1972, pp. 221-225; P. M. Vascon- 
celos et al., "The Anahi Arnetrine Mine, Bolivia," Gems 
&> Gemology, Spring 1994, pp. 4-23). 

Because the Russian specimen grew on a seed plane 
cut perpendicular to the c-axis, it looks very different 
from natural crystals in shape. Instead of one set each of r 
and z faces, the Russian synthetic has multiple parallel 
sets of these faces, in three orientations each. Microscopic 
observation of the color zoning in the Russian specimen 
demonstrated that the darker-color regions (r faces) grew 
as expanding rhombic pyramids from points inside the 
crystal (figure 19). 

The editors are not aware of any similar "speckled" 
or "leopard spot" color zoning in natural amethyst from 
any documented locality. Therefore, the presence of such 
zoning should be considered indicative of synthetic origin. 

More on Czochraski "pulled" synthetic sapphires. The 
Spring 1993 and Summer 1994 Gem News sections con- 
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mentioned in those entries-includmg blue-were again 
seen at the 1995 shows. According to one vendor of this 
material, Gerry Manning of Manning International, New 
York, the pulled synthetic blue sapphire crystals are 
unevenly colored. The first-grown portions of the rod- 
shaped crystals are lightest in color; the rods become 
increasingly darker toward the opposite end (the last part 
to crystallize). The  color zoning described by Mr. 
Manning differs from that seen in split boules of flame- 
fusion synthetic blue sapphire. There, the color is typical- 
ly lightest in the center and progressively darker toward 
the periphery. 

Mr. Manning provided two faceted blue specimens 
(figure 20) for gemological characterization. Properties 
determined were: R.1.-np = 1.760; no = 1.768; birefrin- 
genceÃ‘0.008 S.G. (determined hydrostatically)Ã‘4.0 to 
4.01. Both specimens were inert to long-wave UV and 
fluoresced a weak, chalky bluish green to short-wave UV. 
All these properties are similar to those of flame-fusion 
synthetic blue sapphires. We also noted weak red fluores- 
cence to intense transmitted light from a fiber-optic light 
source, and the samples appeared faintly pink through the 
Chelsea color filter. These latter two reactions have been 
noted in some violetish blue flame-fusion synthetic sao- 
phires that contain traces of chromium, as well as in 
some natural blue-to-violet sapphires from Sri Lanka that 
also contain traces of chromium. 

Magnification revealed minute gas bubbles in both 
samples. Unlike flame-fusion synthetic sapphires, howev- 
er, although the color of our samples did not appear totally 
uniform we could not resolve curved color banding using 

Figure 19. Magnification reveals that the color of 
the synthetic amethyst in figure 18 formed as 
expanding rhombohedra1 wedges in the crystal. 
This color zoning is unlike anything we have seen 
in natural amethyst. Photomicrograph by John I. 
Koivula; magnified 4x. 
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Figure 20. The Czochralski method was used to 
produce these two synthetic sapphires (1.64 and 
1.76 ct). Photo by Maha DeMaggio. 

diffused transmitted light and magnification. Only when 
this lighting technique was combined with immersion of 
the samples in methylene iodide could we see wide, slight- 
ly curved blue banding, which is proof of synthesis. 

Tanzanite-colored synthetic sapphire. As tanza~ute con- 
tinues to be one of the more commercially important col- 
ored stones, materials that resemble tanzanite are increas- 
ingly in demand. In the Spring 1995 Gem News section 
(p. 62)) we reported on iolite (the mineral cordicrite), 
which has been promoted as a less-expensive alternative 
to tanzanite. Another recently promoted alternative is 
violet-blue synthetic sapphire, marketed under such 
trademarked names as "Cortanite" and "Coranite." 
International Colored Gemstone Association (ICA) Lab 
Alert No. 83, by Mrs. Shyamala Femandes, stated that 
this material has been sold in India as tanzanite. 

Recently, we examined five samples of this synthetic 
sapphire, ranging from 0.97 to 4.07 ct (see, e.g., figure 21). 

Four were obtained from Gemstones International, of 
Sayreville, New Jersey; the fifth was marketed by Lannyte 
Corp., of Houston, Texas. 

Gemological properties were determined as follows: 
color-violetish blue to violet; diaphaneity-transparent; 
pleochroisn~~rnoderate, violet (ordinary ray) to light 
blue, light grayish blue, or light greenish blue [extraordi- 
nary ray]; optic character-uniaxial negative; Chelsea fil- 
ter reaction-none to weak red; R.1.-nE = 1.760 to 1.761 
and no = 1.769; birefringenceÃ‘0.00 to 0.009; S .G.4 .00  
to 4.02; fluorescence-inert to long-wave UV, even, 
chalky weak-to-moderate bluish green to blue-green to 
short-wave UV; very faint to weak red transmission; 
absorption spectrum-none (four samples), diffuse 
560-620 band and faint 690 line (darkest sample). All five 
samples had obvious curved color banding (figure 22) and 
pinpoint inclusions that are most likely gas bubbles (typi- 

Figure 22. Curved color banding is obvious in this 
synthetic sapphire being marketed as a tanzanite 
substitute. The material is also strongly color 
zoned, with darker crowns and lighter pavilions, 
Photomicrograph by John I. Koivula; immersion, 
magnified 3 x. 

Figure 21. These two synthetic sapphires (2.00 ct 
and 4.07 ct) are typical of material being sold as a 
~anzanite simulant. Photo by Maha DeMaggio. cal of Vemeuil synthetic sapphires); the curved banding 

was also obvious when viewed with magnification and 
short-wave UV as a radiation source. 

EDXRF spectroscopy revealed, in addition to major 
aluminum, trace amounts of iron, titanium, and-in the 
darkest-colored stone (from Lannyte)-0.003 wt.% Cr as 
CroOi. 

There were at least two possible explanations for the 
atypically violet hues of these synthetics: the orientation 
of the faceted samples with regard to the optic axis of the 
material, and their chromium content. All five samples 
were strongly color zoned, with darker crowns and near- 
colorless culets (again, see figure 22). The optic axes of the 
five were oriented at 45O, 50-60Â° 55-60Â 80-85O, and 
90Â° respectively, to the table (that is, the optic axis ori- 
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ented at 90Â went through the girdle of the stone); the 
smaller the optic-axis angle was, the more violet the 
stone appeared. Because all of the samples preferentially 
emitted red light (i.e., they were "red transmitters"), we 
believe that chromium content (which was below the 
detection limits of our standard EDXRF conditions in four 
of the five samples) was also implicated as a cause of the 
violet color. 

Natural and synthetic quartz "constructs." The Winter 
1992 Gem News section described an attractive "gem 
construct" (pp. 277-278) con~posed of rhodolite garnet, 
colorless topaz, and iolite. We used the term construct 
because the item was intentionally produced to show the 
individual components. This differs from most assembled 

Figure 23. This 33.83-ct gem construct contains both 
natural and synthetic quartz components. 
Fashioned by Bashir Beelaad; photo by Moho 
DeMaggio. 

stones, which are produced to imitate other gems or to 
permit the use of thin sections of material, such as opal, 
that would otherwise lack sufficient durability for jewelry 
use. 

At a gem show this year, the editors saw another 
interesting gem construct, this one with both natural and 
synthetic quartz (figure 23). Synthetic quartz was used in 
the construct when the desired color of natural quartz 
(blue and dark green, for example) was unavailable, 
according to Gul Beelzzad, of Freedom Valley Gems, 
Fren~ont, California. Rutilated quartz-which has no syn- 
thetic counterpart-was used for one end of the construct. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Dates set for February 1996 Tucson shows. The American 
Gem Trade Association (AGTA) GemFair will run from 
Wednesday, January 31, to Monday, February 5, 1996, at 
the Tucson Convention Center. After that show leaves, 
the Tucson Gem & Mineral Society will take over the 
Convention Center for its show from February 8 to 11. At 
the Holiday Inn City Center (Broadway) from February 2-9 
will be die Gem & Lapidary Dealers Association (GLDA) 
show. Other show venues include the: Best Western 
Executive Inn, Boatner's Service Station, Day's Inn 
Convention Center, Desert Inn, Discovery Inn, Holiday 
Inn Holidome, Howard Johnson Midtown, Pueblo Inn, 
Rodeway Inn, Scottish Rite Temple, Southwest Center for 
Music, Tucson East Hilton & Towers, Tucson Exposition 
Center, and Windmill Inn. Times and dates of shows vary 
at each location. Consult the show guide, which will be 
available at the different Tuson venues, for further d o r -  
ma tion. 

Education at the Tucson AGTA GemFair. The AGTA 
GemFair (January 3 1-February 5 at the Tucson Convention 
Center) will feature a comprehensive gem-education pro- 
gram. For information, contact AGTA at (800) 972-1 162 or 
(214) 742-4367. 

CIA will also hold classes and seminars from 
Saturday, January 27, through Tuesday, February 6. 
Gemology extension classes include Diamond Grading, 
G e m  Identif ication,  Day wi th  Colored Stones,  
Identifying Challenging Synthetics, and Detecting 
Treated Emerald, Ruby, and Sapphire. New for 1996 
are individual seminars on Alternatives for Red, Green 
and  Blue Gems .  Also available wi l l  be Jewelry  
Manufacturing Arts seminars and workshops on topics 
such as mold making, channel setting, wax carving, jew- 
elry repair, forging, finishing, and soldering. For further 
information on GIA classes in Tucson, call (800) 421- 
7250, extension 269. 

Visit Gems &> Gemology in Tucson. Gems &> Gemology 
Editor Alice S. Keller and Assistant Editor Irv Dierdorff 
will be staffing the Gems a) Gemology booth in the 
Galleria section (middle floor) of the Tucson Convention 
Center for the duration of the AGTA show, January 
31-February 5. Drop by to ask questions, share informa- 
tion, or just say hello. Many back issues will be available. 

More GIA Tucson show news. Also in the Galleria sec- 
tion of the Tucson convention center during the AGTA 
show with booths of their own will be the GIA: Bookstore, 
Alumni, Education, Advanced Retail Managements 
Systems, and GEM Instrunlents. The bookstore, GIA 
Education, and GIA GEM Instruments also will have 
booths in the lobby (numbers 6 and 7) at  the GLDA 
show. 
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